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We have developed four build systems that can scale to meet our customers’ requirements, from a small access pontoon 
for a few workers and scaffold tower, up to a 30m barge that can carry plant, drilling equipment, cranes and machinery. 

We currently have two float sizes available to hire. They are made from very tough plastic and are designed for heavy duty 
commercial work.

Small Float Large Float
Dimensions: Length 1235mm 
 Width  590mm  
 Height 730mm 

Volume: 0.52m3

Weight: 24.92kg

Dimensions: Length 1344mm 
 Width  740mm 
 Height 1056mm

Volume: 1.01m3

Weight: 34.2kg

Our Systems:

Build System 450/S 450/L 750/L System X

Use Light commercial.
Sheltered waters. 

Light commercial.
Sheltered waters. 

Medium commercial.
Semi-sheltered waters.

Heavy commercial.
Inshore.

Float Small Large Large Small or Large

Lattice Beam 450 mm 450 mm 750 mm 450, 750 & 1500 mm

Freeboard 
(Lightships) 

0.6m 0.9m 0.9m 1.5m

Standard Deck Tons
(max load per m2 of deck)

1t 1t 1t Subject to design

SWH or Hs
(Max Wave Height)

0.5m 0.5m 1.0m Subject to design

Our Floats:
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Small Float

Mass = 24.92Kg
Displacement Volume = 0.52m³
Average WaterPlane Area = 0.7209m²
DeckTube Pitch =  294 mm

 294 
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 740 

 1056 

Large Float

Mass = 43.20Kg
Displacement Volume = 1.01m³
Average WaterPlane Area = 0.994m²
DeckTube Pitch =  310 mm

 310 

Small Float

Mass = 43.20Kg
Displacement Volume = 1.01m³
Average WaterPlane Area = 0.994m²
DeckTube Pitch =  294 mm
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Beam Manufacturer

450mm Lattice Beam

750mm Lattice Beam

Compatible with:
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(Large Float only)

(Small & Large Float)



Case Study
Client:  KML

Pontoon:  4m x 4m Pile Pontoon 

Hire Period: 12 weeks

Solution: To provide a stable platform for 
workers cutting off and removing 
piles/dolphins in Felixstowe harbour.

Testimonial: ‘We originally used a plastic pontoon 
but it was too unstable and wobbled. 
The ScaffFloat is brilliant, much safer. 
It’s stable, versatile and really robust 
and has stood up well to the nasty 
conditions this winter’

1: Strong & Stable 
The significant scaffold structure 
built into our pontoons makes 
them incredibly strong, stable and 
safe platforms to work from. 

2: Stability & Structural Calcs. 
Comes with Structural 
Calculations and a Stability Book 
produced by a Naval Architect. 
This includes a range of common 
load scenarios, limitations for wind 
and wave height and an easy to 
understand guide for operators on 
board. 
 
3: Tough Wood Deck
All pontoons come as standard 
with a wooden deck suitable for 
heavy plant and machinery. These 
are made using standard, or heavy 
duty scaffold boards supported at 
0.5m centres. Our fire-rated deck 
is suitable for hot works including 
cutting and welding.

4: Mooring 
All pontoons come with heavy  
duty cleats and mooring lines. 
Spuds legs are also available.

5: Cost & Pricing
Very competitively priced.
8m x 4m pontoon just £50 a day.

6: Build & Launching
The build can take place on a  
slipway or beach on a single tide, 
on a riverbank and be slid into 
the water, or on the quay and be 
craned in.

7: Very Versatile
We have a wide range of ‘Bolt-
Ons’ that you can add to your 
hire. Examples include staging, 
scaffold towers, engine pods & 
console, moon pool, spud legs, 
gantry or hiab style crane, loading 
ramps, a-frame & modular 
welfare huts. 

Advantages of using ScaffFloatm

Floating dry dock

Approved Installers
We have a network of Approved Installers around the 
UK. Scaffold companies trained to build ScaffFloatm 
pontoons to a professional design.



How well does 
scaffolding stand 
up to corrosion 
in the marine 
environment?
Scaffold parts stand 
up surprisingly 
well in the marine 
environment, 
especially on 
temporary structures.
Corrosion that does 
occur is normally 
superficial and doesn’t significantly impact on the structural integrity 
of  the pontoon. It is minimised by the use of quality parts, special 
sacrificial anodes and environmentally friendly lubricants.  
 
We are testing sections of scaffold beams, couplers and tubes by 
hanging them in Falmouth harbour to help us design for and manage 
corrosion. The section above has been submerged for three months 
and shows minimal corrosion and certainly no material loss that 
would equate to a weakening of the structure.   

What lubricants do you use?
We cannot use traditional scaffolding oils as they leave a slick on the 
water and are not normally environmentally friendly. Instead, we use a 
special bio grease that helps protect the coupler nuts, bolts and hinges.

How about maintenance and inspections?
The scaffold industry has very strict and regular inspections on its 
structures, after all, if they fail, the consequences are very serious. 
Whilst the risk and outcomes for a structural failure on a ScaffFloat 
are significantly lower, all our pontoons are inspected every seven 
days, or after any event likely to have affected the structure. Like the 
scaffold industry, the responsibility for this 7-day inspection is with the 
contractor/user. We provide a thorough and easy to follow checklist for 
each pontoon we hire out and guidance on how to do the inspection. 

Have the 
structures been 
tested?
Yes, we have done 
testing, both ashore, 
and in the university 
wave tank.

What happens if some components fail?
Most pontoons are excessively over-engineered. As an example, 
a 16 x 6.5m pontoon has enough structure in it to scaffold four, 
detached three-bed homes all the way around. This means that even 
if multiple parts fail, the structure will still float and remain stable.

Can I use it to under-sling a bridge with scaffolding? 
Yes, you can either build a separate raft to float the structure into 
position before lifting it up underneath, or build the floats in.

Can I buy some floats and build my own pontoon?
Due to the versatile nature of scaffolding we feel it would be unsafe to 
sell floats and let people build pontoons without professional design, 
stability and buoyancy calculations. As such we hire out the floats, and 
only do this to our Approved Installers, scaffold companies that we 
have trained to work to our designs. 

What happens if a plastic float is punctured?
Puncturing is rare, however, point loads can pierce the skin and let 
water in. Each pontoon has significant redundancy built-in, and even 
with multiple floats flooded the pontoon would stay afloat. If floats are 
damaged, we will repair or replace.

Are the plastic floats protected from UV?
Yes the floats have an additive that protects them for 8000 hours of 
direct UV light before fading and degradation would begin. They are 
also well protected from the sun by the deck and side boards. 

Can the floats be pressurised or used like air bags?
Yes, the floats have a valve insert so they can be pre-pressurised, or 
flooded and filled via an airline for sub sea lifting and and floating dry 
dock. 
 
How strong are the floats? 
They are made to withstand the often hostile environment they are 
placed in. They are incredibly tough, here are some examples:

FAQs

To book contact:

e. sales@ScaffFloat.co.uk
t. +44 (0) 1326 702 260

After 3 months

Test: Short 1.5m wave length.

Interested in becoming an Approved Installer? 
www.scafffloat.co.uk/delivery-partner/

2.7 
TONS

2.7t Crush Test: Slack strops & 
minimal deflection.

3.5 METRES

3.5m Submersion Test: 
No deflection or leaks.

Impact Test: Full beans sledge 
hammer swing - no dent.

7
KG

3.5
METRES


